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Feel empowered and confident in making decisions about your wellbeing.s Quick Instruction to
More Energy, Focus, and BalanceAs an ambitious woman, you might want to create more energy
so you can not only match your deadlines, expand your business, make your advertising, see
your kids graduate or get married, but also feel good and balanced when you reach those
heights. Perpetual Energy is about giving you concrete and concise solutions that are based in
science and nature. Ramaley spent some time working with thousands of sufferers helping them
regain their health insurance and create change in their lives. Browse the Solutions at the end of
the chapters. They do work. Using cutting edge research and current natural practices, Dr. The
goal is to help you feel good perpetually. Benefits:Learn how to harness energy from nature so
you can use it to achieve success and feel great in your business, house and personal life.Feel
good, energetic and happy when you reach your goals or end up being the successful business
female or mom you strive to be.Be able to implement small adjustments in your lifestyle that
will bring big and lasting results.Learn just how to tap into nature’s reservoir of energy while
living with modern day technology.The Ambitious Woman’
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Must read for all those looking to enhance their quality of existence! Love it! As somebody who
has recently overhauled their life/health, this was precisely what I required. Ramaley's area and
us has been seen by him for a variety of reasons for the last 8 years. I am always looking for
ways to improve my quality of life & [[ASIN:B073C3GZ4L Perpetual Energy: The Ambitious
Woman's Quick Instruction to More Energy, Concentrate, and Balance]If you have kids and feel
tired and depleted and battle to do really simple self care-- drink drinking water before you're
thirsty, eat better, go for a walk, end reading one more Facebook post instead of going to
sleep--this book can help you. I don't wish to drop a bunch of money on "miracle cures",
supplements, personal trainers, etc. Ramaley gives you the research behind why it's good for
you and in an extremely readable, entertaining and practical way. Ramaley offers you
information on several small changes that you can make in your lifestyle that cost small to
nothing! You'll experience more grounded and focused. practical and concise An excellent book
that provides easy to implement ways of improve your health. Thank you Dr. Ramaley and I
anticipate reading any upcoming books! Helpful and healthful, clear and concise This book is a
superb summary of years of research and experience that Dr. Ramaley has accumulated. I
actually am seeing Dr. These simple tweaks can help. Each chapter is definitely a concise,
digestible chunk loaded full of information and concrete methods to improve your health and
energy. I must say i appreciate that his recommendations are easy to include into my daily life
and that he provides reasoning for why his suggestions will be useful and healthful for me. I
recommend this reserve to anyone who would like to feel better. That can be done as much or
less than you desire and receive a reap the benefits of each small switch that you make. This
makes it easy to refer back to as reminders. Ramaley offers successfully taken highly complex
topics and study and made it simple to understand. Most importantly, I've made a few of the
adjustments that he has recommended and also have noticed very obvious results .. Between
the real life good examples and the scientific backed info provided, I am so pleased to have read
this, and I am keeping it convenient for continuous reference and reminder of what else I can
add in to my daily routines. And you will feel better, more energized, happier. Experience
depleted? Tired? Stuck? Each chapter covers a topic followed by a summary of useful
recommendations. energy that won't "break the bank". You don't have to do very much to feel
better. And it certainly makes me experience better and feel more focused. Ramaley suggests
simple tweaks to your entire day that are free and do not require much of an idea. Its not
necessary a babysitter to carve out period for yourself. Very useful book. You do have stop and
read the book. Or at least start with reading the bullet point summaries at the end of each
chapter. Try a handful of Dr. Ramaley's concepts: go outside for 10 minutes, drink water, stand in
a few grass or your garden barefoot. Specifically parents with small kids like me who might find
it difficult to acquire time to actually read a publication or implement new practices into your
entire day -- this publication is your answer! I have already started to put into action the
barefoot walking through a big greenbelt near my home. The focus can help you be sure you
drink water, go outdoors and stand barefoot in the grass. sometimes instantly.You know how
when you take off your shoes on a beach and walk in the sand and water and it feels good?
Carefree. Taking off your sneakers and standing in some grass or in your backyard and walking is
similar to heading barefoot on the seaside. It will make you feel great, a little bit carefree, like
you're going for a few minutes to do something for you personally. Really, check it out! When I
initial stood barefoot in my own garden watering my plant life, I felt sort of odd, like will my
neighbors think I'm weird? He has shown us real results time and time again and we are
healthier (and alive) due to him and his team. So I achieved it once again.Dr. Ramaley's



recommendations are often accessible, simple and affordable and make so very much sense.
Ramaley's book which have made me experience better: Go outside.End up being your
healthiest! Other tips presented were new and exciting to understand about! Swap 30+ minutes
of reading Facebook or whatever for 30+ a few minutes of heading outside or sleeping. Basic,
practical, scientific and existence changing guide As a working mom with three children, this
book is now a precious addition to my library. We listen to constantly that it's good for you to
"get outside" -- right here Dr. Dr. The takeaways are obvious and not just easy to remember but
easy to begin to incorporate into daily life. And perhaps best of all, most of these suggestions
are things you can do for free. It is very easy to get enthusiastic about buying things to become
more healthy. I really like that Dr.My quick fixes from Dr. I go through this book on holiday
(feeling exhausted as vacationing with three children is not relaxing) -- I completed it in one
evening and the next day I practiced several points from the reserve and instantly began feeling
even more present, connected and energetic. I will be using this reserve as a reference to any
extent further! For me, the technology behind each idea assists motivate me to include these
methods to my entire life because I feel like I right now understand more how things like getting
outside, taking in a variety of bright shaded foods and getting mindful of display time effect my
health. It isn't a complex regimen that's difficult to fit into your life. You'll experience a little bit
better. I loved the way his main points were summarized. Stand in a few grass or a backyard. I
love the structure of the reserve. Ramaley for neck and shoulder pain and also have just finished
his publication. It is packed with vital information for everybody who desires to end up being
the healthiest they can be! I really loved this book and could not put it down once I started
reading! We are fortunate enough to live in Dr We are fortunate enough to reside in Dr. I
transformed my way of eating, lost 50 pounds, have become more vigorous and started
practicing more self care. I did it in any case, and that night time I felt calmer. That is a great
assortment of his approaches to health and fitness. Although written mainly to a lady audience,
men can benefit from the info within this book as well. Five Stars Fast, clear read.! An amazing
book with excellent suggestions Discuss being re-inspired to end up being healthier! A pleasant,
informative book.! Many of these factors I already knew and GREATLY appreciated the reminder
as I've gotten lazy with some of the methods. Drink spring water.. I will also definitely end up
being recommending this books to many of my sufferers in my practice :) Very helpful! This book
is filled with helpful information and research studies. I really like how Dr. Ramaley broke
challenging topics down for less difficult understanding and how he included successful patient
stories in each chapter. I've already started implementing some of his take-aways into my day to
day routine! Five Stars A quick browse with great, actionable measures we can all take for better
health. I would recommend this book! For all of us non-planners who simply want to experience
better but are stuck feeling exhausted, his recommendations are totally do-able and do not take
much effort. This was an extremely helpful book, succinctly written for busy women, just as Dr.
Ramaley designed it to be. Everyone ought to follow this advice ! Dr. I would have never thought
to do this myself and it sensed so great!
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